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æquō is a collectible design gallery founded 
by Tarini Jindal Handa. The project, based in 

Mumbai, reimagines an equal dialogue between 
makers, designers and materials. 

Our creative process finds artisanal collaborations 
at its core. Through codevelopment and 

admiration, partnerships are forged with other 
makers who share common values: 

an appreciation for the beauty of raw materials, 
detailed and strong designs and a desire for 

solutions that inspire simple yet elegant living.

æquō and its collaborators create objects that 
authentically portray skilled individuals within 

design processes. In this grand design adventure, 
unique collectible pieces are created. Each of 

them carries a story rooted in India, 
yearning to be told to the world at large.



INDIA

Cédric Courtin is the founder of the 
Ateliers Courtin workshops based in the 
Pondicherry-Auroville belt.
Known for his research and development 
in techniques around leatherwork, 
Courtin’s craftsmanship was for a long 
time a carefully guarded secret of the 
fashion world. 

With a global reputation as being one of 
the most innovative ateliers in luxury, he 
has collaborated with a roll call of artistic 
directors, often on ultra-limited edition 
catwalk pieces and on weaving samples 
so conceptual that they exist only in tiny 
panels archived in his Tamil Nadu studio.

For æquō’s second exhibition, we 
invited Cédric Courtin to dress a 
collection of wooden objects curated 
from across India.
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exhibition picture
Founder of the Ateliers Courtin workshops based in the Pondicherry-Auroville belt, 
Courtin’s craftsmanship was for a long time a carefully guarded secret of the 
fashion world. With a global reputation as being one of the most innovative 
ateliers in luxury, he has collaborated with a roll call of artistic directors, often 
on ultra-limited edition catwalk pieces and on weaving samples so conceptual 
that they exist only in tiny panels archived in his Tamil Nadu studio.  
 
Through this project imagined by creative director Florence Louisy, Courtin has 
applied his leather wrapping to a series of objects curated from across India.  
Forms used as leather moulds during Courtin’s prototyping, which are usually 
removed at the end of the shaping process, inspire the fusion of material. 
For example, a wooden stool exhibits various forms of embellishment, each 
fitted with couture precision. The familiar silhouette of a traditional Naga chair 
is contemporized with enveloping softness. And a collection of trays and plates 
all come with a new tactile touch. 

Each piece in Courtin’s leather intervention showcases a different technique 
drawn from his rarely seen archive. Fringing, braiding, embossing, interlacing and 
basket weaving are all employed in finishes that are impossible to appreciate on 
appearance only. Behind the simplicity: hours of handwork, years of development 
and unmatched knowledge of his noble material.
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Bonded - Black 
Stretched leather
Twisted rope 
Wooden vessels composition
Himachal Pradesh
L20 x W20 x H33

Split - Honey
Stretched leather
Wooden container
Nagaland
L25 x W26 x H48



INDIA

Bonded - Honey 
Stretched leather, twisted rope
Wooden milk container 
Himachal Pradesh
L33 x W33 x H51

Laced - Brown
Interlaced leather cord 
Woven leather stripes
Wooden milk container 
Himachal Pradesh
L38x W38x H57
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Extension - Black
Stretched leather 
Wooden milk container
Himachal Pradesh
L52 x W24 x H56

Striped - Black 
Intertwined strips
Woven leather mat 
Wooden jar 
Himachal Pradesh
L19 x W19 x H29
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Wraped - Craft
stretched leather
Wooden bowl 
Nagaland
L31 x W31 x H12

Laced - Honey
Interlaced leather cord 
Woven leather stripes
Wooden milk container 
Himachal Pradesh
L30 x W18 x H56
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Braided - Red 
Leather stripe
Wooden milk container
Himachal Pradesh
L36 x W36 x H57

Split - Craft
Stretched leather
Wooden milk container 
Himachal Pradesh 
L34 x W26 x H62
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Braided - Brown
Woven leather stripes
Wooden container
Himachal Pradesh
L16 x W15 x H29

Wraped - Black
stretched leather
Wooden bowl 
Nagaland
L32 x W31 x H15
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Fall - Brown
Leather fringes  
Wooden milk container
Himachal Pradesh
L38 x W40 x H52
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Patched - Honey 
Stretched and stitched leather  
Wooden milk container
Himachal Pradesh
L33 x W33 x H51

L15 x W15 x H20Pleated - Craft
Stretched leather 
Paper stripes
Wooden milk container
Himachal Pradesh 
L25 x W25 x H67
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Enfolded - Brown 
Woven leather stripes
Wooden milk container
Himachal Pradesh 
L36 x W36 x H52

Woven - Black 
Intertwined leather rope
Woven leather stripes 
Wooden vessel from 
Himachal Pradesh
L19 x W19 x H25
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Scaled - Honey
Juxtaposed Leather pattern
Wooden milk container
Himachal Pradesh
L36 x W36 x H58

Patched bowl - Brown
Stretched and stitched leather 
Wooden oil grinder  
Himachal Pradesh
L30 x W26 x H13
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Enfolded - Black
Woven leather stripes
Wooden pots and tray combination
Himachal Pradesh
L22 x W22 x H29

Fall - Craft
Leather fringes  
Wooden container
Himachal Pradesh
L13 x W13 x H19
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Laced - Mid Brown
Interlaced leather cord 
Woven leather stripes
Wooden milk container 
Himachal Pradesh
L30 x W30 x H60

Braided - Honey
Woven leather stripes
Wooden container
Himachal Pradesh
L17 x W17 x H32
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Wraped - Honey
stretched leather
Wooden bowl 
Nagaland
L34 x W34 x H10

Braided - Mid Brown
Woven leather stripes
Wooden container
Himachal Pradesh
L17 x W17 x H24
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Wraped - Craft
stretched leather
Wooden bowl 
Himachal Pradesh
L30 x W29 x H16

Wraped - Black
stretched leather
Wooden stool
Himachal Pradesh
L43 x W40 x H18
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Enfolded - Honey
Woven leather stripes
Wooden bowl and cow bell combination
Himachal Pradesh
L15 x W15 x H29

Patched - Black
Flat stitched leather
Wooden bowl
Himachal Pradesh
L37 x W37 x H10
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Strapped - Black 
Stretched leather and belt system
Wooden cutting board
Nagaland
L50 x W10 x H120
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Scaled - Black
Juxtaposed Leather pattern
Wooden drum carved from tree trunk 
Nagaland
L51 x W48 x H37

Strapped - Craft 
Stretched leather and belt system 
Wooden milk container
Himachal Pradesh
L47 x W44 x H45
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Slit - Honey
Stretched leather and flat laces
Wooden bowl and cow bell combination
Nagaland
L24 x W23 x H20

Strapped - Black
Stretched leather and belt system 
Wooden tray 
Nagaland
L45 x W45 x H8
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Patched - Black
Stretched & stitched leather
Wooden tray
Nagaland
L70 x W62 x H8
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Patched - Brown
Stretched & stitched leather
Wooden tray
Nagaland
L43 x W34 x H6
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Enfolded - Black
Woven leather stripes
Wooden chair carved from tree trunk
Nagaland
L37 x W49 x H82
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Patched - Brown 
Stretched and stitched leather 
Wooden chair carved from tree trunk
Nagaland
L42 x W39 x H69
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Fall - Red
Leather fringes  
Wooden chair carved from tree trunk
Nagaland
L50 x W47 x H79



æquō Gallery 
1st Floor, Devidas Mansion
Boman Behram Marg, Colaba, Mumbai

aequo.in
enquire@aequo.in

instagram @__aequo__


